
 
 

Timely treatment for stroke is key to prevent brain damage 

Chennai, 28 October 2016:  World Stoke Day 2016 brings to the forefront the knowledge that "Stroke is 

Treatable”. On the occasion of World Stroke Day, it is important to spread awareness about the disease 

and the essential practices that can help control the damage it causes. 

Stroke is a brain attack caused by the interruption of the blood supply to any part of the brain. When 

blood flow is denied to the brain for longer than a few seconds and the brain is deprived of blood and 

oxygen, brain cells can die, and the abilities controlled by that area of the brain are lost. The onset of 

ischemic stroke which restricts blood and oxygen flow to the brain, can damage 1.9 million nerve cells 

every second. 

Head or neck trauma increases the chance of ischemic stroke three fold among patients younger than 

50. If the stroke is detected early, effective treatment could be given in time to prevent long term 

disabilities. 

Dr. Satish Kumar, Consultant Neurologist & Stroke Specialist, Fortis Malar Hospital said, “Recently 

Jagadish, a 26 year old man was admitted to Fortis Malar Hospital after being involved in a motor 

vehicle accident near Minjur, Chennai. He was brought confused and disoriented to emergency 

department with profusely bleeding injury to his face. Initial neurological examination by Stroke unit 

was normal, but within a few hours he developed left side paralysis in hospital noticed by staff nurse. 

Immediately CT Angiography of neck and vessels (that that uses X-rays to provide detailed pictures of 

the blood vessels that go to the brain) revealed Internal Carotid Artery Dissection (tear in the one of the 

major arteries which allows blood under arterial pressure to enter the wall of artery and split its layers 

which can be a source of microemboli causing stroke).” 

“Stroke patients’ can be saved to live a life after stroke by recognizing the symptoms quickly and 

providing proper medical care to the patients within 4½ hours (window period). When the condition is 

diagnosed early, the prognosis is usually good and necessary brain surgeries and complications with 

them can be avoided. Timely detection and treatment can save limbs and lives. In this case the patient 

gradually improved with intensive care treatment by Fortis Stroke Team and was discharged home 

walking with support and speaking as usual. This case highlights the importance of high index of 

suspicion for stroke after high impact trauma “added Dr. Sathish Kumar. 

Stroke detection through changes in Face, Arms, Speech and Time (F.A.S.T) can help provide timely 

treatment to the patient preventing serious brain damage. Uneven Face like drooping of the mouth, one 

Arm hanging down and slurred Speech are some of the common symptoms of a stroke and Timely 

treatment can keep the effects of stroke under check. A life can be saved if prompt action is taken and 

the patient is rushed to a hospital with a CT scan facility immediately after the stroke is detected.  

 



 
About Fortis Healthcare Limited:  

Fortis Healthcare Limited is a leading integrated healthcare delivery service provider in India. The 

healthcare verticals of the company primarily comprise hospitals, diagnostics and day care specialty 

facilities. Currently, the company operates its healthcare delivery services in India, Dubai, Mauritius and 

Sri Lanka with 45 healthcare facilities (including projects under development), approximately 10,000 

potential beds and 329 diagnostic centres.  

About Fortis Malar Hospital:  

Fortis Malar Hospital was acquired by Fortis Healthcare (India) Limited in early 2008. The hospital 

founded in 1992, is established as one of the largest corporate hospitals in Chennai providing quality 

super specialty and multi-specialty healthcare services. Fortis Malar Hospitals, with 180 beds, focuses on 

providing comprehensive medical care in the areas of Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery, Neuro Surgery, 

Gynaecology, Orthopaedics, Gastroenterology, Neurology, Paediatrics, Diabetics, Nephrology and 

Internal Medicine. Fortis Malar Hospital has a state of the art Cath Lab and multiple dedicated cardiac 

operation theatres and intensive coronary care units. Several rare and complex Adult and Paediatric 

Cardiac surgeries, Orthopedic and Joint replacements, Neurosurgeries and Plastic reconstruction 

surgeries have been performed at this hospital. The hospital’s Obstetrics and Gynaecology services are 

among the busiest in the city, successfully performing many complicated deliveries and surgeries. They 

are supported by a dedicated Neonatology unit.  
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